
 

 

 

 

 

 
Call for abstracts: EECES Women Academics’ Forum 2.0, September 12th 2019, 
at Swansea University  
Deadline: May 13th 2019 
 
With great thanks to the ESRC Wales Doctoral Training Partnership and Swansea 
University, it is a pleasure to invite you to the 2019 one-day work-shop of the EECES 
WAF at the Swansea University on September 12th 2019.  

The EECES WAF 2019 edition will be held under the theme “Navigating in Academia 
as a Female Scholar.” During this workshop, early-career female researchers are 
invited to present and discuss their research with other female scholars. In addition, a 
keynote and round table will be held, enabling early career female scholars to engage 
with established female academics on their research and experiences in academia.  

EECES WAF aims to raise the profile of early career female researchers researching 
post-Communist countries via a network of female academics at different stage of their 
academic development. It is a virtual Network that operates mainly through its social 
media channels. The 2018 workshop at Oxford Brookes University demonstrated that 
women-only networking events are vital to increase early-career academics’ 
confidence because they serve as a welcoming forum to practice papers and present 
ideas to a friendly specialist crowd.  

We invite abstracts from early-career female scholars (doctoral students, post-
docs), researching post-Communist countries—in disciplines in the social sciences 
and humanities— on a broad variety of topics.  
 
Please address your 250 word abstract alongside a 100 word biographical 
statement to eeceswomen@gmail.com by May 13th 2019. Successful candidates will 
receive notification by May 22th 2019. 



 
We warmly welcome established female academics to join the forum either as a panel 
chair or attendee. 
If interested please submit a short 150 word biographical statement to the EECES 
WAF’s Chair, Jasmin Dall’Agnola (17004782@brookes.ac.uk).  
 
We have already confirmed a number of well-established and inspiring female scholars 
to participate in a round table on the topic, “Navigating in Academia as a Female 
Scholar.” Furthermore, we are very fortune to announce Professor Josette Baer-Hill 
from University of Zurich, who will give a keynote lecture on her experience as a female 
Scholar navigating in Academia, researching the post-Communist space. 
 
For all general enquiries, please reach out to the EECES WAF’s Vice Chair, Allyson 
Edwards (659322@swansea.ac.uk).  
 
We look forward to seeing you at the EECES Women Academics’ Forum on 
September 12th 2019 at Swansea University.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allyson Edwards 
EECES WAF’s Vice Chair 
On behalf of the Eurasian, East and Central European Studies Women Academics’ 
Forum 
 
  


